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Introduction
The MERlin terrestrial receiver
The MERlin 1RU DVB-T2 Terrestrial Receiver demodulates a DVB-T or DVB-T2 signal to a
DVB-ASI Transport Stream (TS) and covers the frequency bands 178MHz to 858MHz.
It is used to monitor modulation performance, including Modulation Error Ratio (MER), Low
Density Parity Check (LDPC) and RF Input level. The modulation parameters are displayed and
can be compared against a template. Alarms can be raised if signal performance is out of range
or parameters are different from the template.
MER monitoring now supports L1-Post MER to offer superior measurements in difficult reception
areas, in the presence of echoes or within an SFN.
The receiver has applications in re-broadcast transmission systems or for direct monitoring of a
transmitter and is particularly suited to relay site monitoring.
Status is indicated on the front panel, with advanced control, configuration and measurement
functions available via SMNP, Web page or command line via a serial interface.

Seven fixed DVB-T2 templates and seven user programmable templates are provided. The
user templates can be selected and/or programmed using the Web interface or SNMP.

Remote control options
Using a LAN
Control and monitoring of MERlin over a network can be achieved via SNMP or the Web
interface.

Using the rear panel serial interface
A built-in Command Line Interface protocol is also implemented to allow control and monitoring
from an RS232 terminal or terminal emulator via the rear serial interface.
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Features
• DVB-T and DVB-T2 terrestrial COFDM to DVB-ASI demodulation with dual DVB-ASI
outputs
• Built in Web page control
• Covers the frequency bands 178MHz to 858MHz
• Supports seven fixed DVB-T2 standard based parameter monitoring templates and seven
user programmable templates
• Support for up to 256 DVB-T2 PLPs
• Template parameters include T2 Frames per superframe, FEC block Length, Constellation
of L1 Post signalling, Carriers, Constellation (of PLP), Tone Reservation, Scattered Pilot
pattern, Guard Interval, Data symbols per T2 frame, FEC blocks per interleaving frame,
Time interleaving blocks per DVB- T2 frame
• Transport Stream monitoring option for Program Association Table (PAT) and 6 Packet
Identifiers (PID’s)
• Measured parameters for alarms also include RF level, receiver lock status, standard
MER, echo resistant L1-Post MER, LDPC, TS bit rate and frequency variation
• Alarm and template configuration over a LAN using SNMP or Web page
• Rear serial interface for terminal control
• Real Time Operating System (RTOS)
• Compatible with previous B104 control applications that interfaced with a B065 (not
compatible with S067)
• Low power consumption
• Reset/Status port on rear connector
MERlin supports up to 256 Physical Layer Pipes (PLPs), though only a single PLP is
supported in the UK.

Applications
• Transmitter Relay site monitoring
• DVB-T and DVB-T2 single and multi-service demodulation
• Digital turn-around (DTA) systems
• Signal acquisition for translating or transcoding platforms
• Off-air signal measurement and monitoring with user-defined alarm thresholds
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General safety summary
Precautions to avoid personal injury, fire or product damage.
Every care has been taken in the design, manufacture, assembly and testing of this product to
obviate health and safety risks to personnel and to prevent fire or other hazards. However,
please review the following safety precautions for continued protection.
General use. This product must only be used as specified in this manual. Failure to follow any
ratings or directions for use may impair the protection provided.
On receipt of the product. Verify there is no damage and that all accessories are present.
Suspected damage or failure. Do not operate the product. Have it inspected by qualified
service personnel or contact dB Broadcast or an authorised distributor.
Operating environment. The unit is for indoor fixed rack mounting use only (without sliders).
See the Specification chapter for further environmental, physical, certification and safety
information.
Do not operate in wet or damp conditions.
Do not operate in an explosive atmosphere.
Power cable. Use only a power cable specified for this product and certified safe for the country
of use. For pluggable equipment the socket outlet shall be installed near the equipment and
shall be easily accessible.
The rack disconnector should be easily accessible.
Grounding. This product must be grounded. Before making any signal connections, ensure that
the product is grounded. The product is grounded through the power cable. To avoid electric
shock under fault conditions, the protective grounding conductor within the power cable must be
connected to an earth terminal of the building in which the product is located.
Mains supply voltage and fuse ratings. See the Specification chapter. All ratings must be
observed.
Ventilation. To prevent overheating do not obstruct ventilation holes.
RF Input. The N Type RF input connector must not be connected directly to an outdoor aerial or
cable distribution system. Use a suitable lightning protection device.
Cuts and abrasions. When handling the equipment, guard against cuts or abrasions from metal
parts of the case or components.
Caution statements identify conditions or practices that could result in damage to this
product or other property.
Toxic content. Unwanted or obsolete components must be disposed of safely as some may
release toxic vapours if incinerated.
In case of difficulty. Please refer to dB Broadcast.
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Lithium battery
A lithium battery is located in this product, which provides back up for the real-time clock. In
normal operation this battery has a life in excess of 5 years. If the real-time clock’s operation
becomes erratic when cycling the power, then the battery may need replacing. Battery
replacement should only be performed by a ‘skilled and competent technician’, or by returning to
dB Broadcast for repair.
Danger of explosion if battery is incorrectly replaced.

Product damage precautions
Take anti-static precautions. Since this unit contains exposed PCB and electronic
components, ensure proper anti-static precautions are observed when handing this equipment.
Provide proper ventilation. To prevent product overheating, provide proper ventilation.
Do not operate with suspected failures. If you suspect there is damage to this product, have it
inspected by qualified service personnel.
There are no user serviceable parts. Return to dB Broadcast or an authorized distributor for
repair/service.
Product inspection. On receipt of the unit, open the box and verify that the unit and all
accessory items included. Save the shipping carton and packing materials in case it becomes
necessary to return the unit to dB Broadcast for service or repair.
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RF/ASI I/O
BNC

MERlin Signal

Details

RF IN

RF INPUT

Provides RF signal input with a sensitivity of –20
dBm to -80 dBm with nominal 75 Ω impedance.

ASI OUT 1

ASI OUTPUT 1

DVB-ASI compliant transport stream output with
nominal 75 Ω impedance.

ASI OUT 2

ASI OUTPUT 2

As above

Rear panel RS232
RS232 – 9 way ‘D’ type
PIN

SIGNAL

1

Not used

2

Transmit data (To PC)

3
4

Receive data (From PC)

5

Signal ground

6

DTR – Data transmit ready (to PC)

7
8

CTS – Clear to send (from PC)

9

Not used

Shell

Chassis ground

Not used

RTS – Ready to send (to PC)

A one-to-one serial cable is suitable for use on the rear panel serial port. USB-to-serial converter
cables may also be used.
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Reset/Status port
The Reset / Status Port connector (labelled RESET / STATUS) is located on the rear-panel. The
connector is a 9-pin sub miniature D-type with female contacts.

Reset/Status – 9 way ‘D’ type
PIN

SIGNAL

1

Ground

2

Critical alarm common

3
4

Non-critical alarm NC

5

Reset control

6

Critical alarm NO

7

Critical alarm NC

8

Non-critical alarm COMMON

9

Reset input

Shell

Chassis ground

Non-critical alarm NO

The monitoring outputs are two sets of changeover relay contacts, one for critical alarm status
and the other for non-critical alarm status.
Connecting or disconnecting cables whilst the receiver is powered on can result in
damage to its input circuits.

Critical alarm
The critical alarm indicates a non-recoverable fault condition and is controlled by the
microprocessor watchdog circuit.
In the alarm condition, the relay is unenergised i.e. Critical Alarm Common (pin 2) is connected
to Critical Alarm NC (pin 7). In the non-alarm condition, the relay is energised i.e. Critical Alarm
Common (pin 2) is connected to Critical Alarm NO (pin 6).

Non-critical alarm
The non-critical alarm indicates a recoverable fault condition; there are 2 possible alarms:
• Alarm event which has been selected on the DVB and TS Configuration pages
• Power supply fault
In the non-alarm condition, the relay is unenergised i.e. Non-critical Alarm Common (pin 8) is
connected to Non-critical Alarm NC (pin 3). In the alarm condition, the relay is energised i.e.
Non-critical Alarm Common (pin 8) is connected to Non-critical Alarm NO (pin 4).

Reset
Reset Control (pin 5) and Reset Input (pin 9) provide the facility to reset the receiver from an
external source e.g. relay contact or switch. To reset the receiver connect Reset Control to
Reset Input for a period in excess of 10ms.
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Tuning and checking the receiver
The receiver can be checked by tuning it to a terrestrial RF feed. The built in web server is then
used to tune to the required channel.
Correct program content can be verified using picture and audio monitors connected to a DVB
MPEG 2/4 Decoder fed from the receiver’s ASI TS output.
The receiver must be configured in terms of frequency, frequency offset, bandwidth (7 or 8Mhz)
and DVB mode (DVB-T or DVB-T2). If Multiple PLPs are required for DVB-T2, they must be
specified and enabled.
If the channel has an offset an adjustment to the frequency is made; for 8MHz channels 166
kHz is added for an upper offset and 166 kHz is subtracted for a lower offset; 125kHz
offsets are used for 7MHz bandwidth.

Using the built in Web Page
1. Connect an Ethernet cable to the RJ45 Ethernet port on the MERlin rear panel and to the
PC, preferably by an Ethernet switch if using 1:1 cables
2. Open a Web browser and navigate to its IP address. The default is 192.168.0.161.
3. When prompted for a username and password enter MERlin into both boxes.
Refer to the Connecting to the Web Page chapter for details of Ethernet setup.
4. Power up the MERlin and ensure the green POWER indicator on the front panel is
illuminated
5. In the Device Configuration tab, select DVB-T or DVB-T2 to match the incoming RF
channel and click on “Submit”; If T2 is selected, the DVB-T pages are greyed out.
6. For DVB-T2, select “DVB-T2 Configuration” and for DVB-T, select “DVB-T Configuration”
7. If the DVB mode is changed a warning will appear, Select DVB-T2 if DVB-T is selected,
press 'Save All Changes' button, the message
8. Type in the Frequency in kHZ, i.e 610000 for 610MHz followed by Set, in the Offset
dropdown, select either none, upper or lower and finally in the Bandwidth dropdown
select 7MHz or 8MHz
9. To enable Multiple PLPs for DVB-T, enter the required number in the PLP box and click
on Set; then place a tick against PLP in the Enable column of the DVB-T2 Configuration
page.
10. When done select Save All Changes.
11. If the DVB mode has been changes "Changing the DVB mode may cause loss of signal.
Do you wish to continue?" appears. Select OK.
Settings that are not applicable to the current mode will be greyed out
12. Status should go green to show “tuned” after ten seconds; red indicates not tuned
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Web Page Tuning Example
Ex 1. To set a frequency of 474MHz with no offset, 8MHz bandwidth and DVB-T2 with PLP=1,
proceed as follows:
• Open the Device Configuration tab
If T2 is selected, the DVB-T pages are greyed out.
• Select DVB-T2 if DVB-T is selected, press 'Save All Changes' button, the message
"Changing the DVB mode may cause loss of signal. Do you wish to continue?" appears.
Select OK.
• Select the DVB-T2 configuration tab and set frequency to 474,000 kHz and Channel
Bandwidth to 8 MHz
• Leave PLP set to 1 with PLP disabled
• The receiver is now tuned to the incoming RF
• Select the DVB-T2 Monitoring page to view measured RF parameters
The tuning process is identical between DVB-T2 and DVD-T, except that DVB Mode would
be set to DVB-T.

Using the Command Line Interface
Refer to the Command Line Interface chapter for details of the RS232 set up and serial
command format for commands used in the following steps.
1. Power up MERlin and ensure the green power indicator (POWER) on the front panel is
illuminated.
2. Connect an RS232 serial cable to the 9 way D-type connector on the rear of the unit from
a PC running a serial communications package. This will be required to set up the
receiver.
3. Connect an appropriate terrestrial (DVB-T or DVB-T2) feed to the RF input and tune the
receiver to a known channel frequency.
4. To configure the receiver with these parameters you will need to use the serial commands
‘FREQ’, ‘BANDWIDTH’ and ‘DVBMODE’. FREQ MHz, Bandwidth 7 or 8, DVBMODE 1
(DVB-T) or 2 (DVB-T2).
13. Sync lock can be verified using the serial command ‘RFS’. If lock is not achieved check
signal RF level, all connections and configuration and ensure the terrestrial feed is
correct via a separate receiver. If the problem continues contact dB Broadcast Customer
Service.
PLP commands are not available for the CLI.
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CLI Tuning Examples
Ex 1. To set a frequency of 474MHz with no offset, 8MHz bandwidth and DVB-T2, issue
commands as follows:
• FREQ 474000 kHz
• DVBMODE 2
• BANDWIDTH 8
• The message “*INFO Tuned: To 474000 kHz, BW 8, DVB Mode 2” should appear
Each of the commands is followed by a carriage return.

Ex 2. To set a frequency of 474MHz, upper offset (upper adjacent channel), 8MHz
bandwidth, DVB-T2, issue commands as follows:
• FREQ 474166 kHz
• DVBMODE 2
• BANDWIDTH 8
The message “*INFO Tuned: To 474166 kHz, BW 8, DVB Mode 2” should appear.

RF Status
If RFS is typed for the second example, the message below should be seen.
*RFS dvb2 : ms=1, tl=1, ifAgct=2530, rf=908, mer=23622, carOf=-12, ldpcIter=3
Mer=23622 (23.6dB); Ldpciter = 3, instantaneous number of LDPC iterations.

The tuning process is identical between DVB-T2 and DVD-T, except that DVBMODE would
be set to 1 for DVB-T.
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Operation
MERlin can be controlled locally using the RS232 port using low-level commands from a
terminal, remotely using Ethernet with the built in Web Page or via SNMP.

Front panel controls and LEDs
The front panel offers local monitoring by means of its LEDs.

LED Indicators:
POWER
ALARM
RX LOCKED

 2013 dB Broadcast Ltd
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Using the Web Page
MERlin has a built in Web Page which obviates the need for a PC based Graphical User
Interface.

MERlin has the following tabs that currently include DVB-T Monitoring, DVB-T Configuration,
DVB-T2 Monitoring, DVB-T2 Configuration, DVB-T2 Template, TS Monitoring, TS Configuration,
Device Configuration and View Log.
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Device Configuration

Use the Device Configuration tab to set the following:

DVB Mode
Select the DVB-T or DVB-T2 drop down button. If this is the only change needed in this tab, click
Save All Changes, otherwise continue to configure settings.
Changing the DVB mode while using the MERlin output may cause loss of signal.

ASI Packet Size
Select packet size from drop-down menu. Will be greyed out and read only if current mode
doesn’t support or allow changes to this variable.

ASI Mode
Select mode from drop-down menu. Will be greyed out and read only if current mode doesn’t
support or allow changes to this variable.

Set Time
Set time in HH:MM format.

Set Date
Set Date in DD/MM/YYYY format.
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Serial Number
Read only.

Software Version
Read Only.

FPGA Version
Read only.

Use DHCP
It is recommended to leave this box unchecked and enter a fixed IP address.

MAC Address
Read Only

Set/Confirm IP Address
Use these boxes to enter a new IP address. Greyed out if DHCP used.

Subnet Mask
Enter a subnet mask; usually 255.255.255.0. Greyed out if DHCP used.

Default Gateway
Only used in large network configurations. Greyed out if DHCP used.

SNMP Trap Destination 1 and 2
If SNMP is in use check one or more SNMP boxes and enter the applicable SNMP
destination(s).

Set the Public and Private Community Names
SNMP Community Read “Public”
SNMP Community Write “Private”

Station Identity
A user entered fifteen character alphanumeric. When the MERlin is interrogated remotely, the
station ident is reported over the SNMP MIB. This enables operators to check that they are
looking at the required receiver.

Save All Changes
When done click on Save All Changes.
If the DVB mode is changed, the message Changing the DVBMode may cause loss of picture.
Do you wish to continue? Click on Yes to continue.
Changes made when leaving the Device Configuration tab without saving will be lost.
Tabs not related to the chosen DVB mode will be greyed out. If they are already open when a
mode change occurs, those tabs will be replaced by the summary tab for the deactivated mode
when clicked on.
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DVB-T Monitoring
The DVB-T Monitoring tab shows received parameters and DVB-T modulation settings.

Status and Alarms DVB-T
Status

Indicator

Measurement Mode

Green – normal, Red - fail

Receiver Lock

Green – receiver locked
Red – receiver unlocked

Alarms

Indicator

Relay

Red – relay in fail state

RF Input Level

Red – alarm set

MER

Red – alarm set

Frequency Error

Red – alarm set

BER Pre Viterbi

Red – alarm set

BER Post Viterbi

Red – alarm set

LDPC Mean Warn

Red – alarm set

Temperature

Red – alarm set

TS Bit Rate

Red – alarm set

TS Sync*

Red – alarm set

TS Monitoring

Red – alarm set

If TS Sync* loss occurs, status is Red even if TS Sync not enabled.
The relay is not asserted in this condition.
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Modulation Properties
Parameter

Description

Values

Constellation

Displays the constellation

QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM

COFDM Mode

FFT size (k=1,024)

2k, 8k

Guard Interval

Inter symbol gap

1/4, 1/8, 1/16, 1/32

Hierarchy

No hierarchical mode at present

Fixed as None

HP FEC

Displays the High Priority Forward Error
Correction protection scheme (code rate)

1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 5/6, 7/8

LP FEC

Displays the Low Priority Forward Error
Correction protection scheme (code rate)

1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 5/6, 7/8

Parameter

Description

Values/Units

RF Input Level (dBm)

Reports actual RF input level

dBm

MER (dB)

Modulation Error Ratio

dB

Lock Status

Indicates if the receiver is locked to the input RF

Locked, Unlocked

Frequency

The receiver frequency required to achieve lock

kHz

Frequency Offset (8 MHz)

Lower, None, Upper

-167kHz, 0kHz, +167kHz

Frequency Offset (7 MHz)

Lower, None, Upper

-125kHz, 0kHz, +125kHz

Frequency Error

The difference between the frequency MERlin
was set to and that required to achieve lock

kHz

BER Pre Viterbi

Pre Viterbi decoder error rate

BER Post Viterbi

Post Viterbi decoder error rate

UCE

Uncorrected errors - Reed - Solomon errors

Integer

UCE total

Count of UCE’s since last Reset UCE

Integer

Tuner Temperature

Temperature of the RF front end

Degrees Centigrade

Measurements
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DVB-T Configuration

Tuning Configuration
For receiver setup see Tuning and checking the receiver in the Installation chapter.

Station Identity
This has been moved to the Device Configuration tab.

Alarm Configuration
There are two relay alarms, critical alarm and non critical alarm available on the rear connector.
The critical alarm is dedicated to microprocessor failure.
The DVB-T non-critical alarm is programmed on the DVB-T Configuration tab.

RF Input Level
Sets minimum and maximum RF input level, enter value and press Set. Tick box enables alarm.

MER
Sets minimum MER value, enter value and press Set. Tick box enables alarm.

Frequency Error
Sets lower and upper Frequency error, enter value and press Set. Tick box enables alarm.
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BER Pre/Post Viterbi
Pre and Post Viterbi alarms are set using the ranges provided in the drop down tabs. The
alarms are enabled by clicking the tick box.
BER is not recommended for monitoring the receiver, owing to the very sharp characteristic
of these measurements.

Tuner Temperature
This is the RF front end tuner temperature, which is approximately 25ºC higher than ambient.
Sets minimum and maximum Tuner Temperature, enter value and press Set. Tick box enables
alarm.

TS Bit Rate
Enter the appropriate lower rate into the box provided and click on Set.
Enter the appropriate upper rate into the box provided and click on Set.

TS O/P Select
Fixed as HP.

TS Sync (Always Enabled)
It is recommended that TS Sync is always enabled. Check this box to alarm on loss of incoming
transport stream.

Reset UCE
To reset the Uncorrected Reed - Solomon Errors click on the Reset UCE button.
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DVB-T2 Monitoring
The DVB-T2 Monitoring tab shows received parameters and DVB-T2 modulation settings.

DVB-T2 Status and Alarms
Status

Indicator

Measurement Mode

Green – normal, Red - fail

Receiver Lock

Green – receiver locked
Red – receiver unlocked

Alarms

Indicator

Relay

Red – relay in fail state

RF Input Level

Red – alarm set

MER (standard or L1 Post)

Red – alarm set

Frequency Error

Red – alarm set

T2 Template

Red – alarm set

LDPC Mean Error

Red – alarm set

LDPC Mean Warning

Red – alarm set

LDPC Iteration

Red – alarm set

Pre LDPC BER

Red – alarm set

Pre BCH BER

Red – alarm set
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Temperature

Red – alarm set

TS Bit Rate

Red – alarm set

TS Sync*

Red – alarm set

TS Monitoring

Red – alarm set

PLP

Red – alarm set

Using the Web Page

If TS Sync* loss occurs, status is Red even if TS Sync is not enabled.
The relay is not asserted in this condition.

Signal Identifiers
Parameter

Description

Cell Ident

Extracted from the input DVB-T2,
L1 pre-signalling

T2 System Ident

Extracted from the input DVB-T2,
L1 pre-signalling

Network Ident

Extracted from the input DVB-T2,
L1 pre-signalling

Values

Modulation Properties
Parameter

Description

Selected PLP

Displays the current selected PLP

Currently PLP1 is selected

PLP Type

Data Type 1
Data Type 2
RSVD1 Reserved
RSVD2 Reserved
RSVD3 Reserved
RSVD4 Reserved
RSVD5 Reserved
UNKNOWN

Data Type 1
Data Type 2
Reserved 1
Reserved 2
Reserved 3
Reserved 4
Reserved 4
Not Defined

PLP Payload Definition

GFPS
GSE
TS
Reserved1..28
UNKNOWN

Generic Fixed-length Packetized Stream
Generic Stream Encapsulated
Transport Stream
28 Placeholders
Not defined

PLPs Present

The number of PLP’s in the
modulation

Pilot Pattern

Displays the Pilot pattern of the
transmission

PP7 is the only pattern used in the UK,
other countries may use other values
which will be displayed

Constellation

Displays the constellation of the
selected PLP

QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM, 256QAM

FFT

Displays the current FFT of the
selected PLP

1K, 2K, 4k, 8K, 16K, 32K

Guard Interval

Guard Interval of the selected PLP

1/4, 19/256, 1/8, 19/128, 1/16, 1/32,
1/128

FEC

Displays the FEC code rate of the
selected PLP

1/2, 3/5, 2/3, 3/4, 4/5, 5/6

Rotation

Displays if the constellation is
rotated or not

Rotated, None

PAPR

Displays the Tone reservation of
the transmission

TR, ACE, TR and ACE, None, Unknown

Extended Carrier

Displays if extended carriers are
selected

ON –OFF

L2 Post signalling

Displays the constellation of the L2
post signalling

BPSK, QPSK, 16QAM, 64QAM

Number of T2 frames per
Superframe

Displays the number of frames per
Superframe

Integer. In the UK this is set to 2
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Parameter
FEC Block Length

MERlin

Description
Changes depending on the DVB-T2
transmission parameters

Using the Web Page

Values
Integer

Data Symbols per T2 frame

Displays the number of Data
Symbols per T2 frame

Changes depending on the DVB-T2
transmission parameters

FEC Blocks / Interleaving
Frame

Changes depending on the DVB-T2
transmission parameters

Integer

Time Interleaving
Blocks/Frame

Displays the number of Time
Interleaving blocks per frame

Integer, in the UK this is set to 3

Measurements
The following parameters monitored by the MERlin provide a measure of performance.
Parameter

Description

Values/Units

RF Input Level

Indicates the input RF level in dBm.

dBm

MER / MER L1-Post

Measured Modulation Error Ratio (MER)
performance of the input RF in dB.
Standard MER is generated by the
demodulator chip while MER L1-Post is
calculated using L1-Post.

dB

Lock Status

Indicates if the receiver is locked to the
input RF. This is locked to the DVB-T2
signalling.

Locked, Unlocked

Frequency

Reports the actual frequency that the
receiver is tuned to achieve lock

kHz

Frequency Offset
8 MHz bandwidth

Lower, None, Upper

-167kHz, 0kHz, +167kHz

Frequency Offset
7 MHz bandwidth

Lower, None, Upper

-125kHz, 0kHz, +125kHz

Frequency Error

The difference between the frequency
that the MERlin was set to and the
frequency required to achieve lock

kHz

TS bit rate

Transport stream bit rate of selected PLP,
measured at the output of the
demodulator

Pre LDPC BER

Reports the Pre LDPC BER

Pre BCH BER

Measures Pre BCH BER

LDPC Samples / Period

Number of LDPC samples taken over a
one minute period

Tuner Temperature

Current temperature of the RF front end.

Degrees Centigrade

LDPC Error Ratio

Sum of the LDPC instantaneous values
divided by the number of samples

Average value provides a stable
method of measuring signal
quality, used as an error alarm

LDPC Mean Error Rate

Sum of the LDPC instantaneous values
divided by the number of samples over a
one minute period.

Average value provides a stable
method of measuring signal
quality, used as warning alarm

LDPC Error Total / Period

Sum of LDPC instantaneous value
sampled over LDPC Mean Sample period

LDPC Mean Sample Period

Time period that LDPC instantaneous
values are sampled over.

LDPC Instantaneous
Iterations

The instantaneous number of LDPC
iterations required to correct the input
signal
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DVB-T2 Templates
Templates are a short form method of checking that the input RF is as it is expected.

Template

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

FFT

8K

8k

8k

32k

8k

32k

32K

Constellation

64QAM

64QAM

64QAM

256QAM

256QAM

256QAM

256QAM

Rotated Constellation

On

On

On

On

On

On

On

FEC

3/4

4/5

5/6

3/5

3/5

3/4

2/3

FEC Block (Length)

10800

10800

10800

8100

8100

8100

8100

Guard Interval

1/32

1/32

1/32

1/128

1/32

1/128

1/128

Pilot Pattern

PP7

PP7

PP7

PP7

PP7

PP7

PP7

Extended B/W

On

On

On

On

On

On

On

Tone Reservation

On

On

On

Off

Off

On

Off

FEC Blocks / T2 Frame

151

151

151

202

200

200

202

Data Symbols / T2 frame

242

242

242

59

238

59

59

Time IL blocks / T2 Frame

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Constellation of L2 Post
Signalling

64QAM

64QAM

64QAM

64QAM

64QAM

64QAM

64QAM

T2 Frames / Super Frame

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

Template Name

Used to create new templates – see Programmable Templates below.

Parameter selection menus are greyed out for pre-programmed (fixed) templates.
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Pre-Programmed Templates
There are 7 pre-programmed DVB-T2 templates which are the UK unified modes. In the UK,
Ofcom 7 is the required template.
To use a fixed template proceed as follows:
1. Select the required template from the drop down list.
2. Remember to enable the template alarm on the DVB-T2 Configuration page.
The template alarm is found in the T2 Configuration page. If the incoming DVB-T2 signal does
not match the T2 parameters, then an alarm is set.
If the DVB-T2 input signal does not match a pre-programmed template, each T2 parameter can
be checked using the DVB-T2 Monitoring page.

Programmable Templates
There are 7 user templates. Each element of the template can be programmed using the drop
down menus and enabled individually using tick boxes.

To create a user template, proceed as follows:
1. Select the nearest template from the preset Ofcom templates
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2. Enter a new name in the Template Name box and click on Save
3. The menu boxes will now be active and each setting of the template can be set
4. If MPLPs are required select the appropriate Payload and Type
5. To obtain current I/P RF parameters quickly, click on Get IP RF Parameters
The screen background will be blue while parameters are being updated.

6. Once editing is complete, click on Save again
If the editing process is likely to take more than 30 seconds, save the file and then continue
to edit. This will prevent the page reverting to User number selection while editing.
To use a programmed template proceed as follows:
1. Select the user template from the drop down list
Look for the user name created in the previous ‘create a user template’ procedure.

2. Remember to enable the template alarm on the DVB-T2 Configuration page.
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DVB-T2 Configuration

Tuning Configuration
For MERlin setup see Tuning and checking the receiver in the Installation chapter.

MER Configuration
MER IQ polling can be set to standard MER or MER L1-Post.
L1-Post provides superior MER measurement in the presence of echoes or within an SFN.
For use in difficult reception areas, L1-Post is recommended.
The ASI output is not affected by the choice of MER monitoring mode. MER alarming is
identical in both MER standard and MER L1-Post.
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With MER L1-Post the number of IQ samples and carrier spacing can be selected. The range
of IQ sample points varies depending on the modulation index of L1-Post as shown below.
L1-Post Modulation

IQ Range

Number of IQ samples

Carrier Spacing

64QAM

0

249

500

1

16QAM

0

375

750

2

QPSK

0

749

500

3

BPSK

0

1499

500

5

IQ samples vary from 50 to a maximum of 2000. Carrier spacing ranges from 1 to 10.
The UK uses L1-Post 64QAM with 500 IQ samples and a carrier spacing of 1.
If standard MER is selected, IQ Sample Size and Carrier Spacing menus are not present.

Alarm Configuration
There are two relay alarms, critical alarm and non-critical alarm available on the rear connector.
The critical alarm is dedicated to microprocessor failure.
The DVB-T2 non-critical alarm is programmed on the DVB-T2 Configuration tab.
Where alarms have check boxes next to them, they are only enabled by placing a tick in the box.

RF Input Level Alarm
RF Input level sets a minimum and maximum input level before the RF input level alarm is set.
The alarm must also be enabled. MERlin is not a substitute for a calibrated power meter.

MER (dB) Alarm
It is recommended that LDPC mean is used in conjunction with MER.

Frequency Error (kHz)
Frequency error is used to check the input RF signal is at the correct frequency. The frequency
error can be positive or negative and is the difference between the tuned frequency and the
received frequency. Lower and upper range limits are set for frequency error. It is not
recommended to use a value below 30kHz upper or lower frequency error.
MERlin is not a substitute for a precision frequency counter, but it does provide a useful
monitoring facility.

T2 Template.
Click the tick box to create a tick and enable the alarm. When the template alarm is enabled,
the input RF is compared to the template selected on the template tab.
The comparison is made by comparing the T2 signalling with the template settings. If the DVBT2 transmitter parameters change the MERlin receiver will automatically follow the input RF.
The template is a shorthand mechanism to check the input DVB-T2. Each template element can
be separately interrogated using the SNMP MIB or the MERlin web page.

LDPC Sample Time
The default LDPC sample time is 60 seconds and the range is 1 to 60 seconds.
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LDPC Mean Error
This is the maximum number of LDPC mean errors before an alarm is set. It is suggested that
LDPC Max Mean alarm is initially set to 15, as warning that signal is very close to failure.

LDPC Mean Warning
It is suggested that LDPC Mean alarm is initially set to 7, as a warning that signal quality has
fallen.

LDPC Iteration
This is the number of iteration required to correct the incoming DVB-T2 signal. The higher the
number of LDPC iterations, the harder the corrector is working. LDPC is an instantaneous value
which may have peaks owing to interference, which may cause false alarming.

Notes on using LDPC alarms
LDPC mean is calculated by the summation of sampled LDPC iterations over a one minute
period. The summation is then divided by the number of samples taken in the one minute period
to give the LDPC Mean error. This is a stable method of monitoring signal quality.
Two alarms are provided for Mean error, a warning value and a maximum value.
LDPC iterations, if used, should be set to > 4 to prevent false alarming. Once LDPC Mean error
has reached 15, a STB will find it difficult to lock to the signal and decode a clean picture.

Pre LDPC and BCH BER
BER is not recommended for monitoring the receiver, owing to the very sharp characteristic
of these measurements.

Tuner Temperature
Tuner temperature is approximately 25ºC higher than ambient temperature. Maximum and
minimum temperatures can be set to alarm. The alarm must also be enabled.

TS Bit Rate (Mb/s)
MERlin monitors the TS bit rate output from the receiver. The alarm is set over a minimum and
maximum range. Bit rate is another method to check that the DVB-T2 parameters are being
transmitted correctly to the receiver.

TS Sync (Always Enabled)
It is recommended that TS Sync is always enabled. Setting this alarm causes the MERlin to
alarm on loss of sync.

PLP Alarm
A PLP alarm is available which must be enabled if the alarm is required. When the PLP is not
found, the PLP alarm is asserted.
The following are true where the PLP alarm is enabled:
If MERlin is tuned to the RF but is not locked to the PLP the PLP alarm will be asserted.
If MERlin successfully tunes to an RF channel with a PLP selected that is not actually present,
Receiver Lock will display as Green but with Measurement Mode as Red for alarm. The PLP
alarm will also be in an alarm state.
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If MERlin is locked to a PLP and the PLP disappears, MERlin will alarm again.
The Measurement Mode and Receiver Lock alarm rules are summarised below:
Receiver/PLP Lock States

MM

RL

Receiver Lock

Green

Green

PLP Lock

Red

Green

Receiver Lock, PLP not present

Red

Red

Receiver not locked

Red

Red

Notes

This is a fault condition

A Set Top Box usually attempts to tune to a selected PLP; if it’s not found then the STB will
attempt to tune to the next available PLP. If MERlin cannot find the selected PLP; it will
continuously attempt to retune to the required PLP.
MERlin will always try and tune to the required PLP.
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Transport Stream Monitoring
The Transport Stream Monitoring (TSM) option analyses the demodulated transport stream
output of the input RF signal.
TSM can be used for confidence monitoring at transmitter relay sites, amongst other
applications. TSM is especially useful for detecting that Transmitter Re-Broadcast Links (RBL)
sites are operating correctly.
TSM works identically for transport streams generated either by DVB-T or DVB-T2.
TSM can detect the presence of the Programme Association Table (PAT) and up to sixprogrammed Packet Id’s (PID’s). PAT and PID’s presence is checked against programmable
upper distance times.
If PAT or PID is missing for a user programmed time period, an alarm is generated. This alarm
is stored in the log, displayed in the Web page GUI and the SNMP MIB is updated. PAT and PID
alarms are separately stored in the Log.
TSM is configured and monitored using either the Web based interface or using the MIB.
Transport Sync alarm (see DVB-T/T2 Configuration) must be enabled for TS monitoring to
operate.
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TS Configuration

User Label
Type up to 16 alpha-numeric characters in the user label box. Characters accepted include
letters and numbers including !"£$%^&*().

PAT upper distance
PAT upper distance is programmable with 10 millisecond granularity up to 60s, with a default of
10s.
Care should be taken not configure too low an upper distance time for PAT, which could cause
false alarming.

Enable PAT
The PAT enabled tick box must be ticked for TS monitoring to operate.

PID Value
Enter the PID value of the PID to be monitored. The PID value can be entered in either
Hexadecimal (Hex) or Decimal (Dec).
PID’s numbers (video and audio) may change dynamically within a TS stream.
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PID Upper distance
PID upper distance is programmable with 10 millisecond granularity up to 60s, with a default of
10s.
Care should be taken not configure too low an upper distance time for PID, which could cause
false alarming.
It is recommended that the user specified Upper Distance should not exceed 5 s for video or
audio PIDs.

Other PID Data
For PIDs carrying other information such as sub-titles, data services or audio services with ISO
639 language descriptor with type greater than '0', the time between two consecutive packets of
the same PID may be significantly longer.
In principle, a different user specified period could be defined for each PID.

Enable PID
Each PID is individually enabled for alarm.

Transport Error Indicator
The Transport Stream Error Indicator (TEI) when enabled asserts the TEI flag within the TS
whenever a TS packet is corrupted.
TEI is particularly relevant to Relay sites and gives early warning that the TS data is corrupted
when the input RF conditions become marginal. It is highly recommended that TEI be
monitored at a relay site.
TEI is normally used in conjunction with MER and LDPC alarms. At a main transmitter site, TEI
should never be asserted.

TS Monitoring alarm
TS monitoring alarm is an overall TS alarm combining all enabled TS alarms.

Save All Changes
Click this button when done.
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Transport stream Monitoring (TS Monitoring)

TS Monitoring Sub-alarms Status
Status

Indicator

Program Association Table

Green - PAT is within the Upper Distance time
Red - UD time has been breached and is in alarm

User Label 0 to 5

Green – User PAT is within the Upper Distance time
Red - Set time has been breached and is in alarm

Transport Error

Green - TEI not asserted
Red - TEI has been asserted in one or more TS packets.

The screen shot above shows example User PAT labels; any text up to 16 alphanumeric
characters can be entered during configuration.
A TS alarm (see DVB-T/T2 configuration page) must be enabled for TS monitoring. The TS
monitoring alarm is red if PAT or any individual PID is in alarm.
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Using Logs
The Log tab presents events in date order to allow alarm history to be investigated to
observe any patterns that may emerge over time.

The log entries can be cleared using a terminal and typing, clearlog.
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Connecting to the Web Page
The Web page interface is used to monitor and control MERlin. It provides full access to all
MERlin features without the need for any external software.

Ethernet port connection
MERlin connects to a standard PC using an Ethernet cable. If MERlin is connected directly to a
PC, then a crossover cable is required.
Some later PCs perform the crossover function internally. If a connection cannot be made,
try using a crossover adaptor or cable. Or use an Ethernet hub with 1:1 Ethernet cables.

PC Set Up
The Ethernet port of the PC needs to be set correctly; for first time connection to MERlin
proceed as follows:
•

Ensure that the Internet Protocol Version 4 (TC/IPv4) has been installed on the PC

•

In the Internet Protocol Version 4 (TC/IPv4) properties, deselect Obtain an IP address
automatically (i.e. DHCP) and select Use the following IP address 192.168.0.101

•

Set the Subnet mask to 255.255.255.0

If the default address has been changed and is known, use that instead.
The PC IP address must be in the same sub-net range as MERlin to establish connection.

If MERlin’s IP address is not known or forgotten, then reset it to its default of 192.168.0.161 by
holding the IP reset switch down for greater than 5 seconds.
The IP Reset switch is located between the Reset status port and RS232 port on the rear
panel. The IP address can also be set using the RS232 port and the CLI.

Internet Browser
Using the PCs Internet Browser select the MERlin IP address in your browser’s address box.
Remember, the PC IP address must be in the same sub-net range as MERlin to connect.

MERlin will then ask for the username and password, which are “MERlin” and “MERlin”
respectively. The username and password can be changed using the RS232 port.
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The Command-Line Interface (CLI) may be used for configuration, monitoring and control. It is
provided to facilitate scripting and as an entry point for integration into existing software
systems. It offers full access to all MERlin features using a standard terminal emulator.
The PE terminal emulator available from http://www.hilgraeve.com/htpe/order.html is
recommended as an alternative to HyperTerminal as it is generally more reliable.
The command line protocol is available via the RS232 serial connection for local control and
monitoring using a PC. See the Installation chapter for connector information and pin-out.
Before initiating remote control set the PC serial port as follows:
Speed:
Decoder protocol:
Interface:
Handshaking:

115200 baud
1 start bit, 8 data bits, no parity, 1 stop bit
RS232
RTS/CTS

Remote commands
Commands are typed in lower or upper case with a space between each command and any
following arguments. For example a bandwidth query is typed: ‘bandwidth ?’ not ‘bandwidth?’.
Type any of the following serial remote commands at the shell prompt >.

The following serial remote control commands are supported:
USERNAME

username ?
Queries username.

username MERlin
Username becomes MERlin.
PASSWORD

password ?
Requests the password.

password MERlin
Changes the password to MERlin (case sensitive).
BANDWIDTH

bandwidth ?
Requests current bandwidth setting.

bandwidth <7 or 8>
Sets the bandwidth to 7 or 8 MHz.
CLIENT

client ?
Requests current IP address.

client 192.168.0.161
Sets the client address to 192.168.0.161.
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NETSTAT

netstat ?
Requests network statistics.
NETMASK

netmask ?
Requests current netmask.

netmask <value>
Sets netmask in the form xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx.
GATEWAY

gateway ?
Requests current gateway.

gateway <value>
Sets gateway in the form xxx.xxx.xxx.xxx.
MACADDR

maccaddr ?
Requests MAC address.
DHCP

dhcp ?
Requests current DHCP state (on / off).

dhcp <value>
Sets dhcp in the form <on> or <off>.
DVBMODE

dvbmode ?
Request current DVBMODE.

dvbmode <1 or 2>
Sets the DVBMODE to DVB-T (1) or DVB-T2 (2).
FREQ

freq ?
Requests the current frequency in kHz, response FREQ 610000 (610MHz).

freq 200000
Sets the frequency in kHz, i.e. 200000 = 200MHz.
OSF

osf ?
Requests the current frequency and offset.

osf frequency l|n|u, where l=lower, n=none, u=upper
Sets the frequency and offset in kHz
Example: osf 474 u = 474167kHz (UK default).
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PIDTEST

Pidtest ?
Displays the current settings for the 6 PID tests set using the TS Configuration tab.
Examples:
PID test

PID No

Alarm Enabled

User Label

Upper Distance in milliseconds

PIDTEST 00 00

1234

1

Video

2000

PIDTEST 00 01

2345

0

Audio 1

2500

PIDTEST 00 02

3456

1

Audio 2

2700

PIDTEST 00 03

4567

0

WSS

3100

PIDTEST 00 04

5678

1

CC

4200

PIDTEST 00 05

8191

0

Teletext

5300

See TS Configuration on page 34 for further details.

REBOOT

reboot
Forces the MERlin to reboot
CLEARLOG

clearlog
Clears the log.
RFS

This was introduced to allow easier characterisation of the daughter board and reports a
summary of the RF status, duplicating several of the other commands.

rfs ?
The results include:
Result

Existing Command

Description

dvb

DVB mode

ms

Indicates algorithm is in measurement state; otherwise results have no meaning

tl

tslock

Transport Stream Lock

ifAgct

ifagcout

Intermediate frequency AGC output

rf

rfinputlevel

RF input level

mer

mer

MER

carOf

carrieroffset

Carrier Offset (frequency error)

ldpcIter

ldpciterations

Number of LDPC iterations

TEMP

temp ?
Requests the operating temperature in degrees Celsius.
SERIAL

serial ?
Requests the product serial number.
VERPGA

verpga ?
Requests the PGA version.
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SNMPCOM

snmpcom ?
Requests the current community, ‘0’ = public, ‘1’ = private.

Snmpcom <community index> <new community string>
Use snmpcom 0 public to set SNMP community to public
Use snmpcom 1 private to set SNMP community to private.
HELP

help <command>
Requests usage help command name provided.
VER

Ver ?
Requests firmware version number.
RESETNVRAM

Resetnvram
Resets the NV memory which will return the configuration to factory defaults.
Network settings will be unaffected as these are stored in Flash memory.
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System defaults
This section lists the system default values for user definable settings.

DVB-T2 Defaults
Item

Default setting

Frequency

474.167MHz

Channel Bandwidth

8MHz

Configuration Range Values

Lower

Upper

RF Input (dB)

-80

-20

MER (dB)

12.0

Frequency Error

-255

255

LDPC Sample Time

60s

LDPC Mean Error

15

LDPC Mean Warning

15

LDPC Iteration

15

Pre LDPC BER (/s)

7.5e-2

Ore BCH BER (/s)

7.5e-2

Tuner Temperature

-127

127

TS Bit Rate (Mb/s)

0.0

51.1875

TS Sync Always enabled

DVB-T Configuration
Item

Default setting

Frequency

474.167MHz

Channel Bandwidth

8MHz

Configuration Range Values

Lower

Upper

RF Input (dB)

-80

-20

MER (dB)

12.0

Frequency Error

-255

BER Pre Viterbi (/s)

7.5e-2

BER Post Viterbi (/s)

7.5e-2

Tuner Temperature

-127

127

TS Bit Rate (Mb/s)

0.0

51.1875

TS Sync Always enabled

Yes

Yes
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TS Configuration
Enable/Disable

User Label

Selected PID
(Dec/Hex)

Upper Distance(s)

Disabled

Program Association Table

PAT

10.00

Disabled

Pid Test0 NIT PID

0

10.0

Disabled

Pid Test1 SDT PID

0

10.0

Disabled

Pid Test2 H.264 Video 1

0

10.0

Disabled

Pid Test3 HE-AAC Audio 1

0

10.0

Disabled

Pid Test4 PES Private 1

0

10.0

Disabled

Pid Test5 User Defined 1

Disabled

Transport_error

Device Configuration
System Setting

Default

DVB Mode

DVB-T2

ASI Packet size

188

ASI Mode

Burst

Set time (HH:MM)

BST (factory set)

Set Date (DD/MM/YYYY)

Actual (factory Set)

Serial Number

Factory Set

Software Version

Factory set

FPGA Version

Factory Set

SNMP Community Read

Public

Use DHCP

Disabled

MAC Address

Factory Set

Set IP Address

192.168.0.161

Confirm IP Address

192.168.0.161

Subnet mask

255.255.255.0

Default Gateway

192.168.0.1

SNMP Trap Destination 1

0.0.0.0

SNMP Trap Destination 2

0.0.0.0

SNMP Community Write

Private
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Trouble Shooting
MERlin refuses to lock to incoming RF
Check that there is an input RF signal that it is within specification (-20dBm to -70dBm).
Check that the correct frequency has been selected.
Check that the correct channel bandwidth been selected.
Check that this channel is a DVB-T or DVB-T2 broadcast.
If in doubt, go to the Device Configuration tab, select DVB-T and tune to a known working
DVB-T channel.
Picture blocking and break up (decoder connected to receiver ASI output)
Decoder blocking is frequently caused by a poor RF feed. Open the “T2 Status Summary”
and check the following.
•

Freq Error (kHz) > 30kHz; has the tuner has been tuned to the wrong frequency or is
an upper or lower offset (±166kHz) in use? Re-tune the MERlin to the correct
frequency.

•

LDPC Iterations > 7, the RF input signal is it low amplitude or subject to interference?

•

LDPC > 15, the input RF is extremely poor and on the point of failure.

•

MER <20dB poor input signal, is the input level low?

The receiver is locked but Measurement Mode status is red, what’s wrong?
It’s possible that the PLP that has been set on the configuration tab is not actually present.
This will cause Measurement Mode to fail with FEC and PLP type shown as unknown. Try
waiting for the PLP to be asserted, select a different PLP or disable PLP.
General reception issues
Most reception issues are usually caused by poor RF inputs. Check the following:
•

Is the antenna connected?

•

Has the antenna feed been split too many ways?

•

Is the antenna cable run too long?

•

Is the antenna pointed at the transmitter?

•

Does the antenna cable have > 5V DC on it?

If an analogue receiver gives a poor quality picture, ghosted, noisy, picture break ups then
improve the RF feed before connecting a DVB-T or DVB-T2 receiver.
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Glossary
8-VSB

Eight discreet amplitude level, “vestigial side-band” broadcast
transmission technology. VSB is an analogue modulation
technique used to reduce the amount of spectrum needed to
transmit information through cable TV, or over-the-air broadcasts
used in the NTSC (analogue) standard. 8-VSB is the U.S. ATSC
digital television transmission standard.

Adjacent Channel
Interference

Interference caused by extraneous power from signal in an
adjacent channel. The problem is often caused by the inability to
produce perfect filters without roll off. See Frequency Offset.

Ambient

The atmospheric conditions surrounding a given item. Normally in
terms of factors which influence or modify, such as temperature or
humidity.

Amplitude

The magnitude of variation in a changing quantity from its zero
value.

ASI

Asynchronous Serial Interface.

Attenuation

A reduction in power. It occurs naturally during wave travel,
through lines, waveguides, space or a medium such as water. It
may be produced intentionally by placing an attenuator in circuit.
The amount of attenuation is generally expressed in decibels per
unit of length.

ATSC

Advanced Television Systems Committee. Formed to establish
technical standards for US advanced television systems. Also, the
name given to the digital broadcast transmission standard.

Bandwidth

The range of frequencies over which signal amplitude remains
constant (within some limit) as it is passed through a system.

BER

Bit Error Rate. A measure of the errors in a transmitted signal.
Bit errors are caused by interference or loss of signal, which can
result in disruption to the stream of bits composing the DTV
picture.

BNC

A radio frequency connector with an impedance of 75Ω, designed
to operate in the 0 to 4 GHz frequency range.
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C/N

Carrier to Noise ratio. A measurement of the ratio of RF signal
power to noise power.

COFDM

Coded Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing. An
Orthogonal FDM scheme transmits many streams of data on
multiple carries simultaneously. Orthogonality reduces co-channel
interference and multiple carries minimises losses due to
selective interference. The Coded version, C(OFDM) uses
integrated forward error-correction coding and statistical analysis
based on channel-state information (CSI) to achieve substantial
performance benefits compared to uncoded or non-CSI OFDM.
COFDM resists fading, is very tolerant of multipath interference
and is well suited to building Single-Frequency Networks (SFNs).
It is used extensively in European digital television (DVB-T) and
digital radio (DAB) systems.

dB (Decibel)

A logarithmic unit used to describe signal ratios. For voltages dB
= 20 Log10(V1/V2).

DID

Data identifier.

DTV

Digital television. This comprises all the components of digital
television, including HDTV, SDTV, datacasting and multicasting.

DVB

Digital Video Broadcasting

DVB-C

Digital Video Broadcasting baseline system for digital cable
television.

DVB-S

Digital Video Broadcasting baseline system for digital satellite
television.

DVB-T

Digital Video Broadcasting baseline system for digital terrestrial
television.

DVB-T2

An extension of DVB-T that allows higher modulation order using
advanced error detection and correction (from DVB-S2) to allow
higher bit rates.

FEC

Forward Error Correction. A receiver technique for correcting
errors in the received data.

Frequency Offset

Intentional shift of a radio carrier frequency to avoid interference
with other transmitters.
See Adjacent Channel Interference.
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9

GHz

Gigahertz. One billion cycles per second (10 cps).

Headend

Electronic control centre of a cable system. The site for collecting
signals from many sources, processing them and preparing them
for distribution.

kHz

Kilohertz. One thousand cycles per second (10 cps).

LDPC

Low Density Parity Check.

LSB

Least Significant Bit.

MER

Modulation Error Ratio. MER may be provided by the
demodulator chip or calculated from L1-Post to provide better
measurements in the presence of echoes, in difficult reception
areas or within an SFN.

MHz

Megahertz. One million cycles per second (10 cps).

MPLP

The DVB-T2 Multiple Physical Layer Pipe (MPLP) allows multiple
PLP’s to be present in the DVB-T2 modulation. The DVB-T2
allows for up to 256 PLP’s to be defined.

Modulation

A process that moves information around in the frequency domain
in order to facilitate transmission or frequency-domain
multiplexing.

MPEG

Moving Picture Experts Group. Industry standard for compressing
and decompressing digital audio video signals

MSB

Most Significant Bit.

MSps

Mega-symbols per second.

Multiplexer

An electronic device that allows multiple channels to be combined
into a single signal.

OFDM

See COFDM.

Packet

A variable-sized unit of information that can be sent across a
packet-switched network.

PAL

Phase Alternating Line. 50 Hz video format used in much of the
world outside of the USA.

PCR

Program clock reference.

PID

Packet identifier.
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PLP

Physical Layer Pipe. See MPLP.

PSI / SI

Program specific information.

QAM

Quadrature Amplitude Modulation. A digital modulation technique
that allows very efficient transmission of data over media with
limited available bandwidth.

QPSK

Quadrature Phase Shift Keying. A digital technique that is widely
employed in direct broadcast satellite or terrestrial transmission
systems

RF (Radio
Frequency)

In broadcasting applications, the signal after the modulation
process.

RS

Reed-Solomon.

SNR

Signal to Noise Ratio.

Symbol Rate

Replacement term for Baud; a unit of signalling speed, the
number of times a signal on a communications circuit changes.

Termination

An impedance at the end of transmission line that matches the
impedance of the source and of the line itself. Proper termination
prevents amplitude errors and reflections. ASI transmissions use
75Ω transmission lines, so a 75Ω terminator must be at the end of
any signal path.

Tuner

Any device or apparatus used for selecting and controlling the
operating frequency of a circuit or equipment, such as the channel
selector in a television receiver.

UTP

Unshielded Twisted Pair.

Viterbi

Algorithm for Forward Error Correction.
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RF input
Tuning Range:

178 to 858 MHz

Tuning Step

125kHz 7MHz channel
166.7kHz 8MHz channel

Input Level:

-20dBm to 80dBm

Input Return Loss:

6dB typical.

Input Impedance:

50Ω N Type

DC voltage on input

+5V maximum

Supported Modes
DVB-T2

All single PLP (Mode A) modes defined within DVBT2 specification EN302755 supported.

Modulation
Guard Interval
Code Rate
Modulation
FFT

1/4, 19/128, 1/8, 1/32, 1/128
1/2, 2/3, 3/4, 5/6, 7/8
QPSK, 16, 64, 256 QAM
1K, 2K, 4K, 8K, 16K, 32K

Measured Parameters
DVB-T2 Template

T2 Frames per superframe, FEC block Length,
Constellation of L1 Post signalling, Carriers,
Constellation (of PLP), Tone Reservation, Scattered
Pilot pattern, Guard Interval, Data symbols per T2
frame, FEC blocks per interleaving frame, Time
interleaving blocks per DVB- T2 frame.

General

L1 signalling information, input RF level, receiver
lock status, MER, LDPC error ratio, LDPC iterations,
frequency error, TS bit rate.

ASI Output
Connector:

2 x 75Ω BNC

ASI format:

Burst mode

Power
Input Voltage:

100-240 VAC
60/50Hz
50W Max
Fuse
T2AH 250V

Physical
Dimensions Height:
Width:

483 mm (19 inches)

Depth:

320 mm (12.6 inches) (not including rear panel)

Net Weight:
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Environmental (Safety certification and compliance)
Temperature (Operating):
Storing Temperature:
Altitude (maximum operating):
Relative Humidity (maximum
operating)

0 °C to +40 °C
-20 °C to +70 °C
2000 meters (6500 feet )
80% for temperatures up to 31°C, decreasing
linearly to 40% at 50°C

Safety standards
European Union Compliance:

Low Voltage Directive 73/23/EEC, amended by
93/68/EEC
IEC 60950 Safety requirements for electrical
equipment for measurement, control and laboratory
use.

Safety certification
Equipment Type:
Safety Class:

Test and Measuring
Class I (as defined in IEC 60950) – grounded
product

Over voltage Category:

Over voltage Category II (as defined in IEC 60950-1,
Annex J)

Pollution Degree:

Pollution Degree 2 (as defined in IEC 60950-1) Note:
Rated for indoor use only

EC Declaration of Conformity – EMC: Meets intent of Directive 89/336/EEC and 92/3EEC
for Electromagnetic Compatibility. Compliance was demonstrated to the following
specifications as listed in the Official Journal of the European Communities:
EC Declaration of Conformity – Low Voltage: Compliance was demonstrated to the
following specification as listed in the Official Journal of the European Communities:
Low Voltage Directive 73/23/EEC, amended by 93/68/EEC IEC 61010-1
Safety requirements for electrical equipment for measurement, control and laboratory use

EN50081-1 Emissions:1

EN50082-1 Immunity:

BS EN55022:

Class B radiated and conducted emissions

BS EN55013:

Emissions standard for Broadcast Equipment

1

BS EN61000-4-2:

ESD Requirements

BS EN61000-4-3:

Radiated susceptibility

BS EN61000-4-4:

Electrical Fast Transient Burst requirement

BS EN61000-4-5:

Surges requirement

BS EN61000-4-6:

Conducted susceptibility

BS EN61000-4-11:
BS EN55103-2:

1

Voltage Dips and Interruptions
Immunity for Product Family Standard, Audio,
Video Audio Visual and Entertainment lighting
control apparatus for professional use

Compliance demonstrated using high-quality, shielded cables.
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Ordering information
MERin-s

Standard unit with single PSU

MERlin -odc

Digital monitoring Option
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